
MAY 2010 2B COMPREHENSION
MARKING GUIDELINES 

QUESTIONS  ON PASSAGE 1

1. Why do people “tend to get envious” (line 1) when the writer tells them what he does for a 
living?                                                                                                                                 (1 mark)

He is actively involved in dazzling events, many of which are important.

2. What is meant by “there’s much more to a fireworks display than meets the eye” (lines 4-5)?
                                                                                                                                            (2 marks)
Dealing with fireworks is not as straightforward as it may seem.

3. What four qualities does a fireworks designer need to have in order to do a good job? 
                                                                                                                                            (4 marks)
a. a keen eye for colour and detail
b. excellent musical awareness
c. a good grounding in the science behind the fireworks.
d. being able not to panic under stress/to remain cool

4.   In lines 20 to 31 of the text find four techniques used by pyrotechnicians over the years to
enable people to see coloured fireworks displays.                                                             (4 marks)

a. steel and charcoal were used to produce yellow and orange
b. putting coloured glass screens in front of non-coloured fireworks
c. using pitch, oil and resin rather than gunpowder
d.  using metal salts 

5.  In what three ways are fireworks and their production different today from what they were 
like in the past?                                                                                                                   (3 marks)

a.  computer controls are used today
b. use of cakes
c. simple patterns are possible today
d. more environmentally friendly

6. Find four different expressions found between lines  20 and  27 that have the same meaning as 
fireworks.                                                                                                                            (2 marks)

a.  aerial shells          b. rockets              c. blooms              d. displays



7. What is meant by “It’s indeed a far cry from Li Tian’s bamboo” (line  ) ?                  (2 marks)                                  

Things have indeed changed over the years and are very different today from the way they 
were in Li Tian’s time.

8. Mark the following as True or False by writing either T or F in the brackets next to each 
statement and give a reason for your answer.                                                                     (4 marks)

a. The writer’s job is simply to design fireworks.   (F)  Because he also sets off explosives.

b. If pyrotechnicians make a mistake when setting off fireworks they do not have another chance 
to get it right. (T)   because there’s no such thing as a second take.

c. One has to be more of an artist than a scientist to be a good fireworks designer.   (F)     
because the job is still as much art as science

d. People today are not very much impressed by fireworks displays.  (F)  because the  audience 
‘gasp’.

9. What do the underlined words in the text refer to ?                                                      (3 marks)

i) it (line  5)        display iv) those (line 29)    all of us/people/citizens

ii) your (line 6)  the designer/fireworker/
                           the person setting off the           
fw./protechnician/reader  

v) they (line 33)      cakes

iii) their (line 14)   Chinese vi) that  (line 36)     fireworks

QUESTIONS ON PASSAGE 2

1. In your own words give two reasons why the writer was originally against going on a safari.
Deduct ½ mark overall for blatant copying from the text                                        (2 marks)
                                                                                      
a. Animals did not interest her as much as people did.
b. Her previous safari experiences were disappointing

2. Why is wild in inverted commas in line 3?                                                                    (2 marks)
The animals were not really wild as they were used to being stared at and were therefore 
too used to being in contact with humans / She is being sarcastic.



3. What two separate words found between lines 1 and 4 of the text suggest that the writer did 
not approve of  the behaviour of travellers who went on safaris?                                       (1 mark)

Any two of the following:

a. annoying                  b. camera-toting                c. circus

4. List the four conditions the writer laid down before she agreed to go on a safari with her 
husband.                                                                                                                              (2 marks)
Any four of the following:

a.  they had to go to a  beautiful place.
b.  It had to be a  secluded spot not packed with tourists
b.  opportunity to be in  direct contact with the environment
c. a place containing the best animals, flora and fauna
d.  a place which had a social conscience and not indifferent to plight of local inhabitants

5. Find single words from  lines 1-20  of the  text that match the following meanings:     
                                                                                                                                           (5 marks)
a. used to               accustomed f.  location                         spot/place

b. packed with        teeming 
   

g.  happiness/delight         bliss

c. wild animals       game            
      

h. amazing                       staggering

d. plants                 flora i.   superior/excellent      superb/top-notch        

e. elite                    exclusive/ top-notch j. small house/cabin        lodge

6. Why does the writer state that Tom the tracker “might have some kind of X-ray bush vision” 
(line 23)?                                                                                                                              (1 mark)

He seemed to be an expert in spotting the wild animals

7.  “And suddenly I was hooked” (line 24). In  what two ways does the word ‘hooked’ fit the 
context?                                                                                                                               (2 marks)

i. She was captivated by their soundless elegance 

ii. She remained staring at them for a quarter of an hour.

8. What is the “dome of stars” in line 29?                                                                          (1 mark)

the sky/the night sky



9. Which four separate words found between lines 27and 34 suggest that the writer really 
enjoyed the safari?                                                                                                              (2 marks)

Four of the following:     a. awe- inspired     b. thrilling    c. magic  d. grateful    e. singular

10.  List five reasons why the writer enjoyed being at Morukuru.                                     (5 marks)

Five of the following:

a. the place was beautiful
b. the service was excellent
c. the place was secluded/no tourists to be seen
d. the  place was actively involved with the local community
e. she could  enjoy long walks in the wild.
f. the sleeping outside/the waking up surrounded by nature

11. Why does the writer say “how wildly grateful I was to be proved wrong” (line 34)? (2 marks)

At first she was cynical yet she enjoyed it so much that she is happy that she was proved 
otherwise.

SHORT WRITING TASK                                                                                      (10 MARKS)

Content/ideas – 3marks 
Accuracy – 7 marks
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6. Why does the writer state that Tom the tracker “might have some kind of X-ray bush vision” (line 23)?                                                                                                                              (1 mark)


 He seemed to be an expert in spotting the wild animals


7.  “And suddenly I was hooked” (line 24). In  what two ways does the word ‘hooked’ fit the context?                                                                                                                               (2 marks)


i. She was captivated by their soundless elegance 


ii. She remained staring at them for a quarter of an hour.


8. What is the “dome of stars” in line 29?                                                                          (1 mark)


the sky/the night sky


9. Which four separate words found between lines 27and 34 suggest that the writer really enjoyed the safari?                                                                                                              (2 marks) 

Four of the following:     a. awe- inspired     b. thrilling    c. magic    d. grateful    e. singular

10.  List five reasons why the writer enjoyed being at Morukuru.                                     (5 marks) 
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b. the service was excellent
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e. she could  enjoy long walks in the wild.
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At first she was cynical yet she enjoyed it so much that she is happy that she was proved otherwise.
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